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Pacific Gas and Electric Company 77 Beate Street

San Francisco. CA 94106

415I972 7000
TtJLrX 910 372 6587

James D. Shiffer

Vice President
Nuclear Power Generation

September 18, 1989

PGhE Letter No.- DCL-89-242

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Special Report 89-01, Revision 1, Diesel Generator l-l Failure
to Start

Gentlemen:

PGhE submitted Special Report 89-01 in Letter DCL-89-055, dated
Harch 3, 1989, to report a failure of Diesel Generator (DG) 1-1 to
start. This Special Report revision presents the results of the
root cause investigation into that DG l-l failure to start.

On February 1, 1989, at 1305 PST, with Unit 1 in Hode 1 (Power
Operation), DG l-l did not start during the performance of a
surveillance test. Using the guidance of RG 1.108, Sections B and
C.2.e(2), this event was considered to be a valid failure.

This event was caused by the failure of the air starting motor pinion
gear retainers of both air starting motors A2 and Bl. Based on the
results of the investigation conducted, the root cause for failure
of the pinion gear retainers has been determined to be an inadequate
fitup of the air starting motor pinion gear to the air starting
motor rotor shaft. Additional information is provided in the enclosure.

These conditions have in no way affected the public's health and safety.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of
this letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

. D. Sh fer
cc: D. C. Kirkpatrick

J. B. Hartin
H. H. Hendonca
P. P. Narbut
H. Rood
B. H. Vogler
CPUC
Diablo Distribution
INPO

Enclosure
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PGhE tter No. DCL-89-242

ENCLOSURE

SPECIAL REPORT 89-0l, REVISION l
DIESEL GENERATOR 1-1 FAILURE TO START

Unit 1 and Unit 2 were 1n Hode 1 (Power Operation at l00 percent power).

A. Event:

On February 1, 1989 dur1ng performance of Surveillance Test Procedure
(STP) H-9A, "Diesel Engine Generator Rout1ne Surveillance Test,"
Diesel Generator (DG) l-l failed a manual start a'ttempt. At l305 PST
Operations declared DG l-l inoperable and entered Technical
Specification (TS) 3.8.l.l- action statements b. and d. This start
attempt was made using the normal DC power (E3) source with the
backup DC power source disabled.

The DG l-l starting arrangement has four air starting motors (HSTR):
Al, A2, Bl and 82. Air starting motors (ASHs) Al and A2 share a
comnon A train a1r supply (LC) while Bl and B2 share an 1ndependent
comnon B train air supply. ASMs A2 and Bl share a conaen DC normal
power supply for their air controlling solenoid valves (FSV) while Al
and B2 share an independent commn DC backup power supply. The usual
lineup for the DGs has starting air available to both the A and B

starting air trains and both the normal and backup DC power
available. During normal operation, 1f a start signal is received,
all four ASHs would engage to start the DG.

Troubleshooting by Operations, Hechanical Haintenance and IKC
indicated problems with ASHs A2 and Bl. Inspection of these ASHs
showed that both had broken pin1on retainers, broken and bent
retainer bolting, and cracks in the rotor shafts. ASH A2 also had a
chipped and cracked cylinder end plate on the bendix s1de of the
rotor assembly. These ASHs were reassembled using replacement parts
1n accordance with vendor recoaeendations. ASHs Al and B2 were also
1nspected, and were found to be fully operational, although Al had
cracks 1n the rotor shaft.

Fa1lure analysis ind1cated that the above ASM problems were due to
overload failures of the p1n1on retainers, pinion retainer bolt1ng,
and rotor. shafts.

Inspection of the 18 other Units 1 and 2 DG ASMs following th1s
event, 1ncluding DG l-l ASHs Al and 82, showed that 13 of the 18 had
1ncorrect fitup between the pin1on reta1ner and the lugs on the
pinion gear. This 1ncorrect fitup resulted in loss of pinion
retainer clamping force due to accumulated plastic deformation of the
pinion reta1ner. Ten of the 18 ASMs also had cracks in their rotor
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shafts (although 5 of these appeared to have a good pinion
gear/shaft'itup

at this inspection, indicating that there had been a poor
pinion gear/shaft fitup in the past which was corrected at some point
in the regular ASH maintenance program.).-

The DGs at DCPP were purchased as Class II, coaeercial grade items,
and were dedicated as Class I by PG&E.

B. Inoperable Structures, Components, or Systems that Contributed to the
Event:

DG l-l ASHs A2 and Bl.

C. Dates and Approximate Times for Ha)or Occurrences:

February 1, 1989: Event/Discovery Date. DG l-l .failed to,
start during STP H-9A, Operations declares
inoperable. TS 3.8.1.1 action statements
entered.

February 2, 1989:

February 3, 1989:

Harch 3, 1989:

Troubleshooting identifies ASHs A2 and Bl
broken internally. Repairs to DG l-l
ccemence.

DG 1-1 passes STP H-9A acceptably,
Operations declares DG 1-1 operable and TS
3.8.1.1 action statements. exited.

Special Report 89-01, "Diesel Generator l-l
Failure to Start," sent to KRC.

March 30, 1989: Last DG ASM inspection and repair completed.

D. Other Systems or Secondary Functions Affected:

Kone.

E. Hethod of Discovery:

Personnel performing STP H-9A observed that DG 1-1 failed to start
and reported this information to the Control Room.

F. Operator Actions:

DG l-l was declared inoperable. TS 3.8.1.1 action statements b.
and d. were entered.

DG l-l declared operable following acceptable STP H-9A results, and
TS 3.8.1.1 action statements exited.
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Testing of DGs 1-2, 1-3, 2-l and 2-2 was performed. The air solenoid
valves and ASHs of these DGs were found to be functioning acceptably.

G. Safety system responses:

None.

A. Iaeediate Cause:

DG l-l ASHs A2 and Bl failed mechanically due to an overload
condition.

B. Root Cause:

The root cause of the ASH failure was determined to be inadequate
fitup of the ASH pinion gear and the ASH rotor shaft. This may be
caused by: (1) contamination of the contact surfaces with a
lubricant or grit; (2) improper. contact between the two surfaces;
(3) 1nadequate "setting" of the pinion gear; or (4) 1nadequate
clamping force by the pin1on retainer. Nearly all of the ASMs showed
evidence of having had an 1nadequate fitup (resulting in improper
torque transmittal) at some time during service at DCPP.

C. Contributory Cause:

l. A possible contributory cause was excessive A train starting air
header pressure. The vendor stated that l60 ps1g or greater
could result in damage to the a1r starter components. The data
sheets from the January 10, 1989 and the February l, 1989 tests
1ndicate that the A air header pressure was 190 psig. This
excessive a1r pressure could cause overloading and subsequent
failure of air starter A2 which 1s connected to the A train
starting air header.

2. Another possible contributory cause was shock loading of ASH
Bl. ASH Bl could experience an increased shock loading when the
failure of ASM A2 occurred. Additionally, after the failure of
one ASH, all additional start attempts with a two ASH lineup
would subject the funct1onal ASM to twice its normal start1ng
load. If the pinion gear/shaft 1nterface (ground taper fit) was
not adequate, the entire torque from the ASH would be

= transferred from the shaft to the pin1on v1a the p1n1on
retainer. This would cause an 1ncrease 1n the load seen by the
pinion retainer and could cause 1ts fa1lure.

3. Another contr1butory cause was vendor tolerances for the slot
fabr1cation of the pinion reta1ner. These tolerances are such
that the edge of the slot mating to the base of the pinion lugs
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can interfere w1th a rad1us between the pinion gear and the
pinion gear lugs. This small contact area can plastically
deform with shock loading thus rel1eving the p1nion reta1ner
clamping force. Hith cont1nued shock loadings the clearance
1ncreases and can eventually result 1n rotor shaft crack1ng and
the potential for pinion reta1ner failure. Thirteen ASMs at
DCPP had this defect; two of them, ASHs A2 and Bl, failed on DG
1-1.

IV. n 1

4. Inadequate vendor rebu11d/assembly 1nstructions also contributed
to this event. Until this event occurred, PGKE had no
information on torque values for the pinion reta1ner bolting, no
requirement for a blueing check to determine the contact between
the pinion gear and the ASH rotor shaft, and no requirement to
check the fit of the pinion retainer on the p1nion gear. The
DGs were purchased as Class II, coamercial grade 1tems, which
PG&E then dedicated as Class I; these parameters were not
obtained as part of that dedication. As a'result of the
1nvestigation of this event, these ASH assembly parameters were
1dentified and quantified.

5. Another contributory cause was an inadequate pinion retainer
bolting locking mechanism. Staking the pinion retainer bolting
heads in place is an inadequate locking method. The vendor now
recomnends the use of lock washers and lock wiring to lock the
bolting in place.

v n

A. Safety Analysis

This event was determined not to constitute an imnediate hazard that
would result in emergency DG 1noperabi lity and loss of the capability
to supply backup power. The maintenance practices which could lead
to the cond1tions causing ASH degradation have been 1n use for
several years and have resulted in only one instance of a DG failing
to start due to failed ASHs. In this 1nstance, 1f the start signal
had been automat1c on an emergency start, DG l-l would have started
satisfactorily on the remaining 2 operational ASMs. Vendor test data
indicates that only l ASH 1s requ1red to start a DG within the TS
required time limit, therefore the simultaneous failure of all 4 ASHs
would be required to make a DG inoperable. Only 2 of the 3 DGs
support1ng each Unit are requ1red to mitigate the consequences of a
design basis accident,, therefore simultaneous fai'lure of 2 DGs 1n
either Unit would be required before the health and safety of the
public could be adversely affected. Based on DG testing and
inspect1on results, no unreviewed safety quest1on existed during this
event and no condition existed that increased the probability or
consequences of rev1ewed design bas1s acc1dents. Thus the health and
safety of the pub11c were not adversely affected by this event.
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B. Reportability

Reviewed under NUREG-1022, 10 CFR 50.73 and 1s considered to not
be reportable as a Licensee Event Report since the TS action
requirements were met.

2.

3.

Reviewed under 10 CFR 2l and is considered to not be reportable
since this was not a defect which could result in a substantial
safety hazard which could cause a aa)or reduction in the degree
of protection provided for publ1c health and safety. See the
above safety analysis.

Reviewed under RG 1.108, revision l, and TS 4.8.l.l.4 and
determined to be reportable via a Special Report as a valid DG

failure to start.

V.

2.

3.

4,

All Units l and 2 DG starting air headers were verified to have
a pressure less than 160 psig.

All Units 1 and 2 DG ASHs were disassembled and 1nspected. ASM

rotor shafts were examined for cracking. Damaged parts were
replaced with vendor receanended parts. The pinion gear/shaft
fitups were confirmed w1th lapping and blueing checks. P1nion
retainer/pinion gear f1tups were confirmed to be acceptable.
Lock washers and lock wiring were used to secure pinion retainer
bolt1ng.

The A train DG l-l air pressure regulator valve was disassembled
and 1nspected. No 1ndications of abnormal wear or funct1on were
discovered. Some age-harden1ng of the Buna-N diaphragm was
noted, but as this 1n no way contributed to the event of this
Special Report, and since the static air system is tested
monthly such that any leakage resulting from old diaphragms
would be noted, no new preventive maintenance for these valves
was determined to be necessary. The valve model was evaluated
with respect to appropriateness for service 1n the DG starting
air system. Hhile the valve inspection showed no 1nd1cation of
any problems, and the recoamended valve range of 80-150 psig was
determined to not be a contri'buting cause to the event, it was
decided to change out the valve for one having a ps1 range of
100-250 ps1g which better encompassed the system pressure range.

STP H-9A was revised to requ1re a start1ng a1r header pressure
acceptance cr1teria of greater than 140 psig and less than 160
ps1g.

5. An Operations Night Order was issued and the Operator Rounds
Sheet revised to 1nclude a check of the DG starting a1r header
pressure to verify 1t to be within the acceptable range, and
take appropr1ate action if not.
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VI.

6. A Field Change Transmittal was 1ssued to 1ncorporate vendor
pinion retainer bolt1ng instructions 1nto the PGLE vendor manual.

7. Haintenance procedure (HP) H-21.25, "Rebuild1ng D1esel Starting
Air Hotors," was issued to prov1de more deta1led 1nstruction on
ASH maintenance, 1ncluding the torque requ1red for the
installation of p1nion reta1ner bolting and inspection
requirements for proper fitup between the pinion retainer and
rotor pinion.

8. NECS evaluated the air starting system to see 1f the present
design was adequate, and if the addition of a pressure relief
valve would be benefic1al. HECS concluded that the present
design, in con)unction w1th the corrective act1ons noted above,
was acceptable. The add1t1on of a relief valve was deemed
unnecessary since the corrective actions would prevent
recurrence of the above event. Further, add1tion of a rel1ef
valve would introduce new potential modes of system failure.
Future HECS act1ons include potential revis1on of pressure
setpoint alarms, but all evaluations to prevent of recurrence of
this event are complete.

i 1 n 1 nf r

A. Failed Components:
N

ASMs A2 and Bl, Ingersoll'and, model B41RH 1.
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